1. Executive Summary

1. Executive Summary
This document is a summary report of from the 2020 Budget Survey responses
collected from 46 schools in the Boulder Valley School District. Responses were
received from four High Schools, five K-8 Schools, eight Middle Schools and twentynine Elementary Schools. Five responses were received from Title I schools in the
district. All responses were compiled through the actions of School Accountability
Committees (SAC) using a consensus approach sole exception of one Elementary
School which was submitted by the Principal.
This year’s questionnaire was modified in order to improve the consistency of
information being collected and to make the data more actionable. Overall, the
changes have significantly improved the quality of information and its consistency.
We will continue to make minor changes to improve the terminology and the
actionable value of the information collected.
The overall ranking or weighting question was;
Please rank the following categories (Facilities, Personnel, Student Support Services,
Instructional Support Services and Other/Not listed from highest (#1) to lowest priority (#5) for
your school. If an "Other" priority was not identified, please rank this category the lowest (5th).

The response rankings are charted below. The vertical axis is ranking with the
number of schools rating the category #1, shown at the bottom, ascending to #5 the
lowest, at the top of each chart. The highest overall category was Personnel,
Followed by Student Support Services, then Instructional Support and then Facilities,
followed by the Other category.
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Schools were instructed to rank the Other category last if they did not call out or
name an “Other” category.
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Assumption
As a point of reference, this report focuses on those categories where SACs report a
need for priority spending. There are a number of categories in which the function
was deemed critical but adequately funded. Security, Facilities and a few other
important functions fell into this category. The assumption being imposed on this
survey is that those critically important functions will receive adequate funding.
Highlights and Points of Interest
Title 1 Schools: The following highlights some of the unique needs expressed by the
SACs from Title 1 schools that did not appear in resurvey responses from the NonTitle 1 SACs (See Section 3.5)
1. Smaller Class Size is essential in order to meet the Social Emotional
Learning objectives for these students. In particular, schools in the UVa
program require more administrative duties on these teachers.
2. Common Assessments were seen as an important advocacy tool for
schools that are facing more significant learning achievement gaps. These
tools could raise important actionable tasks for improving performance.
3. Outside Resources in the form of Family -School Partnerships, Mental
Health and Overall Heath Services were deemed much more critical in Title 1
environments. These schools provide the district with an opportunity to BetaLaunch these services with our community partners first.
4. School Resources were the primary reason that a school identified an
“Other” Category. In meeting with each of the school principals, the District
should respond with options to satisfy these unique school needs.
General Patterns and Trends:
Mental Health Services and Resources is a persistent theme emerging across all
school categories. The District should consider accelerating its plans for forming its
partnerships for this category and consider dedicating an FTE professional to this
worthwhile effort. Impact Education may be a good resource to consider.
Opportunity for Area Superintendents to leverage the insights gained from this
survey with each school. Area Superintendents should examine and review the
details of each survey with their School Leadership Teams. We found a plethora of
valuable (detailed) information at the school level and these insights should not be
lost. This survey would carry exceptional weight (next year) if the District Leaders
were to collaborate and act decisively with School Leadership on implementation
plans.
School Resource Officers were a persistent theme at the K-8, Middle and High
School levels. At the High School level SROs and School Counselors comprised
more than 50% of the priority dollars for Personnel. This deserves serious
consideration by the District.
Future Surveys may be improved by overlaying teacher versus parent input and
overlaying actual spending by category against areas of greatest need. These are
being considered by the DAC Budget Survey Committee. In addition, we intend to
provide a glossary of terms so that there is greater clarity and consistency in
understanding what each of the various categories mean and how they are applied
across the District.
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2. Survey Results by School Category
This section provides an overall summary of the survey results by school category.
The data shows us that when we span school levels, the information becomes less
accurate across the population of schools and less actionable at a school level.
Accordingly, we are reporting the results by school category.

2.1 High School Survey Response Summary
The overall category ranking by the four High Schools is shown below with Student
Support Services Ranked highest with Personnel and Instructional Support tied for
second; While the responses at the All District level ranked Personnel at the highest
level, for the four High Schools the responses were a bit different as shown below.
What emerges from this view are two important findings. One is that Student Support

Services are clearly the most important category, for the High Schools to fund with
priority dollars. Furthermore, within this category Mental Health Services &
Resources, and Career & Technical Education categories represented 50% of the
dollars the High School SACs deemed appropriate to spend (following page). The
chart below shows what the four school SACs think are most critical. Family School
Partnerships and Academic Tutors were deemed Moderately Critical by three H.S.
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The chart below provides an aggregated representation of how the four SACs would
allocate dollars across this, their highest rated category.

HIGH SCHOOL - STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
Career & Technical
Education
20%

Academic TutorsOther
3%
0%

Translation Services
Family School
7%
Partnerships
7%

Extracurricular or Cocurricular Activities
13%

Mental Health
Services & Resources
30%

Community Resources
(food, housing, work
assistance, etc)
8%

Health Services &
Resources
12%
.
The charts below show the distribution of dollars for the two second place categories.
School Counselors and Math / Literacy Curricula were the highest funded areas.

School Resource Officers
15%
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K-8 School Survey Response Summary
The overall category ranking by the five K-8 Schools is shown below with Personnel
Ranked the highest and Support Services and Instructional Support tied for second.
Three of five schools ranked Personnel #1 and two ranked this category #2. For the
K-8 Schools,

When we break out the sub-categories under Personnel, we get a very clear picture
of the need as assessed by the K-8 SACs. They need Smaller Class sizes, More
instruction Interventionist and School Counselors. It should be noted that this is a
very high correlation to come out of five schools.
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These priorities are further clarified on the following page that charts how the
aggregated five school funding would be allocated. It is clear that the most valuable
contribution that additional dollars could provide are additional teachers and
Instructional Interventionists.
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K-8 SCHOOL PERSONNEL
Other
4%

School Nurse
8%

Smaller Class Size
24%

School Counselor
16%

IT Support
4%

School Resource
Officers
16%

Instructional
Interventionists
28%

Instructional Interventionists were clearly the most important category to fund with
additional dollars, and Smaller Class Size was a very close second. These top two
categories were uniformly supported by all five K-8 schools submitting a response.
The following charts break out the aggregated allocation of dollars for the tied
categories of importance Student Support Services (within which Mental Health
Services were most important) and Instructional Support (wherein Math Curricula and
Teacher Planning Time were significant areas)

Literacy 8%
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2.3 Middle School Survey Response Summary
For the eight Middle Schools submissions, we see a little more variability from school
to school with regard to Student Support Services, the highest ranked category. This
is the first time that we have a top category getting a third ranking. Likewise, the
Instructional Services and Personnel see similar variance. When aggregated, we get
a very good breakout of how these categories rank.
For Student Support Services, three of eight ranked this category #1 and four ranked
it #2. Instructional support (the #2 category) had two #1 rankings and three schools
ranking the category #2. The most significant statistic is that five of the eight #1
rankings went to these two categories. Personnel, which ranked a very close third,
received three #1 rankings.
For the Student Support category, Mental Health, Family Partnerships and Health
Services receive 56% of the dollars. For student
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For Student Support Services, here is the breakout for the importance of its
subcategories. Clearly, Mental Health Services and Health Services & Resources
are of the highest priority. Second to these would be Family Partnerships and
Academic Tutors.
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If we look at the distribution of dollars for Student Support Services, the #1 ranked
category, the aggregated allocation of dollars is shown below. Combined the health
services account for 40% of the priority spending by the SACs.

MIDDLE SCHOOL - STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES SPENDING
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The following chart shows the dollar allocations for the second and third ranked
categories for Middle School.

Literacy Curricula
15%
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2.4 Elementary School Survey Response Summary
For the twenty-nine Elementary Schools submitting responses, we see much greater
variability in response ranking, but still a very tightly ranked #1 category – Personnel.
The chart below shows Personnel receiving nineteen #1 rankings, and six #2
rankings. Instructional Support (seven #1 rankings) and Support Services (two #1
rankings) were essentially tied for the second highest ranked category.
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For the #1 Category, here is the ranking for the subcategories. The twenty-nine
elementary schools have clearly stated need in terms of Instructional
Interventionalists, Smaller Class Sizes and School Counselors.
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This is the only school category where the Other category was so heavily used. Here
is how that broke out for the 15 responses using the Other Category designation.
Para Educators
Social Worker / Phycologist
Behavior Specialist
Math and Literacy Interventionists
Family Resource Staff
AP Inst for Title 1
Spec Ed / MTSS
GT Teacher
Assistant Principal

5
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
15

Here is the breakout for allocation of priority dollars for the #1 Category – Personnel.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PERSONNEL SPENDING
Other
12%

School Nurse
8%

Smaller Class
Size
23%

IT Support
4%

School
Counselor
16%
School Resource
Officers
4%

Instructional
Interventionists
33%
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Here is the breakout for the #2 and #3 categories for elementary schools. Teacher
Planning Time was deemed very critical at many schools – especially Title 1 schools.
Notice that Professional Development and Teacher Planning Time consume more
than 50% of the allocated dollars that SACs would dedicate to the Instructional
Support Category. This aligns well with the Instructional Interventionalists in the
previous category.
Academic Tutors, Mental Health and Health resources are also seen as areas for
priority funding.
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3. Key Detailed Findings
This section provides a slightly different view of the ranking data, by looking into the
Top Three Categories that were ranked which were #1 – Personnel, #2 – Student
Support Services, and #3 – Instructional Support Services. Within these broad
categories, there were a few notable trends that deserve some discussion.

3.1 Personnel
This category provided the following breadth of allocating additional dollars;

High School stands out as needing more School Counselors, while all others need
more Instructional Interventionalists.
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3.2 Student Support Services
This category provided the following breadth of allocating additional dollars;

Across all school categories, Mental Health Services Ranks #1 in this category.
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3.3 Instructional Support Services
This category provided the following breadth of allocating additional dollars;

For this category the needs vary considerably. For High School, Literacy and Math
were the highest. K-8 was Math and Professional Development and teacher
Planning important as well. Middle School and Elementary the combined Teacher
Planning and Professional Development ranked as very important to fund with
additional dollars.
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3.4 Instructional Support Services
This was the second highest rated category. ting additional dollars;

For this category the needs vary considerably. For High School, Literacy and Math
were the highest. K-8 was Math and Professional Development and teacher
Planning important as well. Middle School and Elementary the combined Teacher
Planning and Professional Development ranked as very important to fund with
additional dollars.
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3.5 Title I Elementary Schools
One of the areas where some additional insight was recommended by the Budget
Committee (following the 12/3 DAC Meeting) was an examination of Title 1 School
needs versus the other elementary schools in the district. This section has been
added to expose the differences in needs for Title 1 Schools.
Personnel
This was the highest priority category across all schools. When we break out Title 1
Schools from the rest of the elementary schools, we see a concentration of dollars
being spent differently.
A much bigger emphasis is on smaller class size and more school counselors

NON TITLE 1 - PERSONNEL
Other
13%

School Nurse
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Smaller Class
Size
22%

School
Counselor
15%

Resource
Officer
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School
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20%

Smaller Class
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IT
0%
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Instructional Support
This was the second highest rated category for elementary schools. What occurs in
this category is a much higher emphasis on Science Tools and Common
Assessments and Teacher Planning Time

NON TITLE 1 - INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT
Other
13%

Prof Dev
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Common
Assessments
22%

Teacher
Planning time
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Literacy Tools
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Student Support Services
This was a very closely rated 3dr category and once again we see a higher emphasis
on Mental Health, Family Partnerships and Health Services for the Title 1 Schools.

NON T1 STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
Translation
Services
9%
Family School
Partnerships
7%

Academic Tutor
30%

Mental Health
Resources
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Career & Tech
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14%
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14%
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Mental Health
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Health Services
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3.6

Barriers to Student Success
The following barriers to student success were provided by each school and have
been grouped by school category.

High

Not enough Counseling support (e.g. student: Counselor ratios are 425:1, which
prevents proactive, targeted, and proactive supports for student needs), Special
Education Department, and specific staff identified to intervene on behalf of students
within Reading and Math.

High

None stated

High

Yes--we have significant disproportional identification of SPED and ELD students, but
we did not identify them. Students come from a wide range of middle schools with
varying degrees of high school preparedness (and very different academic, economic,
and socio-economic backgrounds). Students are coming in with low middle school
academic and climate scores. We have the 3rd highest FRL population in the district
but are not given in additional FTE to support them.

High

Highly impacted student population, with a wide range of needs and diverse group of
learners. Socioeconomic diversity, including roughly 30% of students qualifying for
FRL. Need for greater school-family partnerships to support student success with skills
necessary for post-secondary success. Difficulty of meeting the demands of all of
these learners in any given classroom.

K-8

The number of our students who are eligible for free and reduced lunch is increasing,
we continue to increase the number of our students who are emerging bilinguals. Our
population has increased the rate of mobility. We continue to monitor our student
climate data to see the impact it has on learning. We have several grades at the limit of
the class size. Personnel to provide needed interventions to students

K-8

Some students unable to get to school due to transportation issues, more of a concern
in the winter. Highly impacted students in need more support from paraprofessionals
when integrated into general education classes to access grade level content. Large
classes in primary grades. More support that will provide interventions for all students
across all content areas. More support for our Gifted and Talented program.

K-8

Instructional and behavioral "interventions" for the wide range of student needs (from
emerging readers to GT) fall on the regular classroom teacher in schools with targeted
instruction (i.e., Tier 2 interventions). Additional support from support personnel, such
as the Leveled Literacy Interventionist, would be helpful.

K-8

Having a high percentage of students on IEPs (many of whom have intensive needs
and are served in our ICAN program) are an impediment. We currently sit at 19% of our
student population on IEPs. We have both elementary and middle level programs.

K-8

Lower than desired testing participation
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Middle

Not all students have access to or have limited access internet and/or technology at
home, lack of interventionist for mental health and academic support,
consistent/inclusive parent engagement, reduction in FTE has limited how we meets the
needs of students and limited student options and has also increased our class sizes,
increase in number of students with IEP's, 504's, READ Plans, FRL, etc., 5 new
principals and 5 new AP's in 5 years, no air conditioning

Middle

Lack of public transportation options for getting students to school if family is facing
hardship at our school
Possible language barriers for families that do not speak English
Lack of home technology support (no printers, no internet)

Middle

Economic and language factors impact overall growth.

Middle

Our school has significant needs.
Majority of students coming to our school are behind grade level - multiple grade levels
behind, some feeders only 15% at grade level. (according to Fall i-Ready on grade level
%)
High FRL (~50%) and very high trauma impact.
High Language need- 170+ students (NEP, LEP, Monitor).
SPED - 120+, also very high number twice exceptional.
Wide range of needs across the board - Programming needs to support all learners
means a lot of programming needs (support and extension opportunities).
High mobility rate which impacts classroom instruction for ALL students.

Middle

Generalized student stress from inside and outside of school. Transportation to and
from school for low income students in particular. Restrictions from BVSD to promoting
our choice school program within low income elementary schools close by. Removal of
funding from the 2005 MLO which we have received for 14 years and which was
identified by BVSD in the 2006 budget perceptive to be used in part for “charter school
fair share” payments.

Middle

Learning gap in student ability. Social/emotional needs of our students. Students can't
engage in learning with their social and emotional needs are not being met.

Middle

Expectations for high levels of school performance leads to anxiety for some students.
Some of those challenges are connected to the high expectations in the
neighborhood/community. Ensuring effective use of technology is another overall
challenge/impediment.

Middle

Specific strategies and interventions for students with dyslexia and specific learning
disabilities.
Professional development for staff along the lines of differentiation and dyslexia.
Broader access to apps and technology interventions
Flexible scheduling for classes so kids can meet strength
Monitor poor performing teachers and support where needed
Lack of uniformity in teacher websites and information offered electronic form
Lack of urgency to push instruction further.
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PreK - 5

none

PreK - 5

One impediment over time has been a lack of consistent instructional materials, but that
has improved greatly this year with the adoption and implementation of new reading
materials (Fountas and Pinnell). The next impediment to overcome is to adopt common
writing resources. Another impediment is adequate support for students when classes
are so large both during instruction time and during lunch and recess supervision.

PreK - 5

Funding for support of our large TAG population (approximately 57 students). We also
struggle to meet the needs of our Tier 1/2 students without intervention support all day.
Differentiation needs are a struggle at High Peaks.

PreK - 5

Class sizes greater than 26 students; large ratio of ELD students to the number of
instructors; Lack of Math and Reading interventionist at all grade levels; Increased
number of languages for translation services.

PreK - 5

We feel that this is kind of deficit based. Having said that: poverty, class size funded at
the Title schools the same as all the other schools is an impediment, emerging
bilinguals need more time, resources and attention from teachers to be successful, we
have significantly more students on IEP's than we did 7 years ago. BVSD's elimination
of resource paraprofessionals is also an impediment.

PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5

Intervention resources are limited, we used to get much more academic intervention
allocation from the district, too many assessments given by teachers, teacher
preparation and data entry takes too much time away from instruction,
Class sizes, accessibility to school counselor, growing student anxiety
class sizes, transportation for BEAKS
Yes, our school would greatly benefit from having additional FTE to hire literacy and
math interventionists.
Poverty
We have a number of families that struggle with basic needs that we are trying to meet
in the school environment. Many of these students also lack school readiness skills
(academics and social/emotional).

PreK - 5

*limited paraprofessional support for larger classes (class size)
*Paraprofessional support for students with disabilities
*evidence based practices in literacy and math-do teachers have access to continued
professional development and access to these resources?
*varied levels of needs of students based on mental health needs, trauma, social
economic status, cultural exclusion
*class sizes
*access to natural environments outside of the school setting
*mobility and new students with varied level of needs
*transition from smaller classes in preschool to full day kindergarten and different ages
in K (larger class sizes with only two hours of para support in each K classroom)

PreK - 5

Currently, the average special population in BVSD is 12%. At our school it is 17%. This
creates a challenge to meet all of the unique needs in our school. This is due to parents
seeking an alternative to a traditional setting.

PreK - 5

School/district scheduling not allowing for intervention/ALP support; lack of structured
interventions; class size in lower grades; heat within our facilities; diversity of access to
the school (lack of open enrollment)
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PreK - 5

Basic needs met for families - stable housing and income
Internet access at home and parental know-how to use it
Access to a full range of special education supports at the home school
Adequate targeted intervention staffing for students below grade level in literacy, math
and struggling with behavior
Laws/rules around how we use SPED and ELD funding that prevent flexibility to meet
needs of students in front of us

PreK - 5

Large class sizes in some classrooms. Too high student: teacher ratio.

PreK - 5

Not enough Student subgroup/intervention support; smaller class sizes at primary level
are a big concern; community outreach -- 1.0 counselor must be sustained

PreK - 5

PreK - 5

PreK - 5

Poverty & trauma impact a higher than normal segment of the student population
Development of Language & ELD is a factor
Class Size is too large to accommodate the diverse needs of the student population
A meaningful segment of our families are in need of wrap around services
in order to cope with the chaos and dysfunctional patterns of Home
Life
Low SEL- couples with language barriers
Need additional resource to Improve parent communication and address challenges
that
impact family engagement

+ Nothing that I can think of offhand, but more teachers and funding is always good.
+ School expectations and engagement are too low; district needs are concentrated too
unevenly and/or resources are distributed too evenly
+ School funding is currently impeding our school and community. According to
Governing.com, Colorado ranks 39th in total per pupil funding and 41st in instructional
per pupil funding. (Out of 50 state and the District of Columbia.) Our community has
supported the school with fundraising and donations however, consistent funding to
improve per pupil funding remans a need.
+ District Curriculum support in writing, more instructional coaching.
+ School funding - seems like most schools are running on a shoestring; parent
ignorance - I don't think parents are informed on what is a successful student and that
can be self-inflicted or a lack of education about education; now I am wondering if
students know what being a successful student is.
+ Not that we have personally experienced though I believe a focus on student access
to learning, technology and promoting a positive and engaged home atmosphere that
supports learning and development are important to success.
+ Language, unconscious bias, unmet sensory needs, social/emotional development
+ My child complains of the noise, mess, and kids everywhere in the middle of the upper
pod. I think we have a new school and classes, cleanliness, and student expectations
should be consistent.
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PreK - 5

In short, we have a lack of resources and an influx of students, with a significant number
of students with high needs academically, behaviorally and social-emotionally. Our
school is in a unique position in that we have a population boom in our city that is
seriously overcrowding our school. Many of our classes are maxed out at the upper
limits of class size and we have used every single room in our school building with
nowhere other than portable classrooms to add space for instruction, etc. We are also a
school that cannot raise enough money through our PTA to hire additional academic
tutors, so it feels there is an injustice in how resources have been distributed though we
are grateful that the district is really seeming to hear our plight this year. We are hoping
for an even stronger response from BVSD to meet the needs of our learning community
as we look to the present year and the future.

PreK - 5

Meeting the needs for students with diverse abilities and in some cases, parent follow
through and support with growth at home.
The availability of differentiated instruction. Time on task.
Large class sizes.
Although I feel we can use additional support for both our high functioning and low
functioning students, I don't think we provide enough attention to those "average"
students and engage them in school and learning. These are the students that can get
lost in the system. They need more social/emotional support, guidance, and
celebrations to promote a love of learning and school.
With 0.5 literacy specialists in the building, many students could use more support.
Specifically, there is a population of dyslexic students at our school who are not
receiving any support for their learning disability because they do not fall in the bottom
10% of students in terms of academic achievement.
I feel that the district is lacking in a spelling and writing program. Additionally, having
enough technology for students to apply what they're writing is a limiting factor because
we don't have enough Chromebooks to have this practiced on a regular basis.
Lack of reading support from the district only LLI for a few kids.

PreK - 5
PreK - 5

Trauma and financial stress
None
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3.7 Top Spending Comments in Ten Words
High
High
High
High
K-8
K-8
K-8
K-8
K-8
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5

Counselors Academic Interventionists Security CTE/Elective SpEd Staff/Paras
student centered; safety/security focused; technologically competent; collaborative partnerships;
caring community
smaller class sizes, increase connections for students, smaller caseloads for counselors, increase
options for mental health support
Counselors, instructional support, Mental Health, professional development, curriculum,
interventions, classroom improvements
Early interventions, mental health, instructional planning, training
Class size, paraprofessionals, interventions, counseling, GT, SEL, Middle level Advisory
Teachers need more (certified) support to improve student growth.
SRO, Para Support, Interventionists
Attract and retain great educators- relevant instruction
A/C, SEL Support, Class Size, Academic/Emotional Interventionist, PD/Collaboration Time
Interventions, training, planning time, personnel, safety, GT, materials
PD and time to work on differentiation and support for marginalized groups. Finding and training
on instructional strategies that engage marginalized learners.
Ensure ALL students have access to academic and social emotional supports and enrichment
opportunities that BVSD has to offer.
Student achievement & Growth. Diversity. Student wellbeing. Academic Challenge
Mental health, social well-being, equitable learning opportunities.
Planning Time, Smaller Classes, Security, Social-Emotional Learning
Instructional and student Support Services, Mental Health,
security, para-educators, writing curriculum, a/c, mental health, class size,
Tier 2 resources; mental health support
Other (Air Cond), interventionist, asst principal
Fund G&T; smaller classes; tutors; psychologist; chrome books; science resources, interim
assessments
Professional Development and quality hiring and evaluation
Increase staff to student ratio. More para or academic tutor support.
Full time literacy teacher, Full time certified TAG teacher, More Para support to meet the
personalized learning needs of our varied student population
Interventionists, translators, counselors, interventions
Differentiated Staffing ratios for Title one schools= top priority
Full-time Counselor, Academic interventionist, professional development, Teacher Planning, G/T
and Enrichment
High-quality personnel, smaller class sizes, instructional support, counselors
PD with emphasis on Math and Technology
Interventionists, materials such as Chromebooks, security, transportation,
Interventionists and support personnel needed in both English and Spanish
Staffing, student supports for academics and social/emotional
provide balanced classrooms (i.e. lower-class size, support student needs and/or provide
additional classroom support) to ensure our highly competent teachers can meet the needs of all
students
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PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5
PreK - 5

expansion to east county, interventionist, coaches, counselors, classroom improvement, financial
aid for preschool, late start
continued focus on building-wide personnel and instructional materials
Literacy interventionists and writing and science curriculum
"more behavior support" "reduce class size" "close achievement gap"
Smaller class sizes. Improved Teacher student ratio. Math Intervention. Appropriate professional
development. Less administrative personnel
Class size relief; intervention and support for subgroups - SES, GT and ELD
Our students need transportation to and from school so we can access students in our area that
would like to come to JT.
Smaller Class Size
Ensure each student has adequate academic and social emotional support.
Expanded/appropriate facilities and instructional resources for exceptional, diverse population
growth.
Improve growth through Academic Tutors, Specialists, and resources for teachers.
PD, collaboration, interventionist, mental health, AP, Transportation (Access),
Enrichment/Innovation
Support personnel to provide critical services and academic intervention
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